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Introduction 
Z-twist was the second strand of the two year programme Make, Cre-
ate, Cultivate and embodies what Somerset Art Works is about. ‘Place’ is 
very important to us and indeed the impetus behind the organisation. We 
realise that ‘Place’ means very little unless you pay attention to the history, 
industry, landscape, people and communities within.

Exploring the imaginative and innovative use of raw materials the project 
brought together industry, heritage and education, allowing an exchange 
of skills, ideas, and knowledge across the working practices of all the part-
ners in the South West..  The partnerships that have been formed allowed 
access to exceptional resources for the effective delivery of the work, in 
terms of materials and expertise. 

The artists words provide an unique record of the processes and under-
standing of their practice and an extraordinary insight into their creativity. 
Proving that as is often the case that true innovation is accidental.

Carol Carey, Creative Director - Somerset Art Works

Above: process drawer at the Pink Cabbage Gallery with Gardiner Yarns shade 
card, samples, windings, photographs and Fox Brothers’ cloth.  Right clockwise from 
top left: bright lichens on pollarded trees, Somerset Levels; yarn windings; Fox Broth-
ers blanket sample card, ‘Warmth of Belonging’ hand woven lambswool, detail. 



For the residency Penny has been travelling from Bath to Taunton by train.  
On these journeys the dominant feature has been the flooding of the 
Somerset Levels, the awful inevitability of the rising waters, and the misery 
caused.  It was a shocking contrast to the lush, vibrant landscape in spring 
and summer.  

Penny’s exhibition piece for Z-Twist is a response to the flooding, but she 
does not want to end there, there should be a companion piece celebrat-
ing the lush joyfulness of the Levels in summer. 

Penny Wheeler - Artist Statement
Penny Wheeler is a hand-loom weaver and artist whose work embraces 
the complexities of the craft, whilst also subverting the conventions of the 
discipline.

Z-Twist has been a fantastic opportunity 
for Penny to explore Somerset’s rich weav-
ing heritage through her industrial partner, 
Fox Brothers & Co Ltd, and the Quantock 
Weavers collection held by Somerset Her-
itage. Visiting Fox Brothers Penny was im-
mediately struck by the beautiful handle 
of their cloth and their attention to detail, 
both in their sophisticated and subtle de-
signs, and the creation of a luxurious world 
that both defines and welcomes their 
customers.      

Penny’s particular interest is landscape; the colour and forms within it, our 
reactions to it, and the processes that change it.  For her Z-Twist residency 
Penny has been exploring ‘warmth of belonging’.  The warmth we get 
from textiles, in particular woven blankets, linked to the emotional warmth 
of belonging to a place or community in Somerset.  

Above: Fox Brothers’ label, Quantock Weavers scarf and matching stone.  Right top: 
Somerset Levels flooded field patterns; January 2014; Somerset reed beds, June; be-
low: ‘Warmth of Belonging’ hand-woven lambswool at the Pink Cabbage Gallery. 



a cross between a British gentle-
man’s dressing room and his den. 
You are surrounded by Fox Brother’s 
heritage, shelves and shelves of 
weaving sample books with swatch-
es that still look contemporary.

Fox Brothers weave a range of blan-
kets, in checks, stripes and herring-
bone using a range of wools from 
shetland to lambswool.  My favour-
ite is the most expensive and luxuri-
ously soft; the lambswool herring-
bone with tassels.  I decided to work 
with the same lambswool yarns to 
develop a blanket design inspired 
by the Somerset landscape. 

Industry partner
Fox Brothers & Co. Ltd.
My vists to Fox Brothers were sensory experiences: the beautiful handle of 
the cloth; rhythmic clacking of the looms; comforting scents of wool; so-
phisticated styling and timeless designs, sometimes with new twists.  

Fox Brothers have been weaving very fine woollen and worsted cloth for 
gentleman’s suiting and coating in Wellington, Somerset since 1772.  They 
weave flannels, chalk stripes, and tweeds; lots of dark colours, with the oc-
casional surprise of bright orange, or a crisp wool and linen shirting.  

Fox Brothers also have a new venture The Merchant Fox, selling luxury British 
hand-crafted products. The Merchant Fox is brilliantly styled, you walk into 



Concept: warmth of belonging
My idea for Z-Twist, is about warmth; the physical warmth provided by 
textiles, in particular blankets, and the emotional warmth of belonging to a 
place or community. For me there is that feeling of warmth and relaxation 
you get when you are nearly home. You may be looking out for a particu-
lar landmark, it may be subtle changes that you see out of the corner of 
you eye, or it may be the community or people with whom you live.

I get that feeling of relaxation at different places for different journeys: 
returning to Bath on the train it is the lovely warm gold of Bath stone in my 
peripheral vision. Coming from Wales, I look out for the Second Severn 
Crossing, the structure always inspires me and once over it we are back in 
England.

One Taunton taxi driver very eloquently said that he knew he was nearly 
home ‘when the pavement ends’ – he lives in the country but necessarily 
works in town.  I will be exploring this idea further in the education thread 
of Z-Twist.  

Above: Fox Brothers’ labels; I love the subtle heritage, especially the specific ‘Made 
in the West of England’. Below Fox Brothers’ yarn winder and the hanks I wound off.  
Previous page, all Fox Brothers, left clockwise from top: warp beams, a page in an 
archive book; fixing a broken thread on a loom; right top: lambswool blankets at The 
Merchant Fox;  below subtle checks. 

On my second visit to Fox Brothers, Rosemarie, the designer, gave me ac-
cess to their yarn store.  I found and wound off small hanks of all the col-
ours  in the colour palettes in my sketchbook for developing my designs. 
Their hank winder is splendid, it has lovely ornamentation that harks back 
to a different era.



The Somerset Levels and Moors are a unique and beautiful environment 
set in the centre of the county – that are unmistakenly Somerset. I am 
particulary inspired by the contrast between the disastrous flooding, the 
bareness of winter, and the lush, vibrant landscape of the Levels in spring 
and summer.

Top: Shapwick Heath nature reserve, June. Above: Drowned valley, January.

Somerset Levels
Being an artist-in-residence at Somerset College has meant a lot of train 
journeys between Bath and Taunton. The dominant feature from January 
to March 2014 has been the flooding of the Somerset Levels. The track lies 
precariously in the middle of flooded fields and then was finally engulfed.

The floods must be awful for the people living there, but travelling through, 
though ominous, they brought a fascinating otherness. A mirrored finish to 
the landscape, sometimes framed with field structures, hedges and trees, 
sometimes completely submerged. 

Above: dawn from the train travelling from Bath to Taunton in January.  Below: Field 
patterns in flood, January.



“Local wool was bought from 
the farmers for spinning into yarn.  

Natural dyes were used.  They were 
obtained from heather, gorse, 

bracken, and broom in the hills, 
from leaves, flowers, and brambles 

in the lanes, and from lichen on ap-
ple trees and boulders.  The humble 

galvanised bucket was used as a 
dye vat.”

Fox, H.  ‘Woven from a Stone’

Somerset Heritage 
The Quantock Weavers
I visited the Somerset Heritage Textile Collection twice.  The first time I was 
not sure what to expect and what I wanted to see. For the first visit Estelle, 
the Textile Curator, and Bethan found me dresses from the Victorian age 
to the 1930’s with interesting use of stripes and checks. On the second visit I 
was blown away by the beautiful work and the entrepreneurial spirit of the 
Quantock Weavers.  

The Quantock Weavers were Gladys Dickinson and Norah Biddulph; they 
set up business in 1932, both aged 47, at the Old Forge in Over Stowey 
near the Quantock Hills in Somerset. They spun, wove and bottled fruit (in-
cluding whortleberries, which they sold in London to Fortnum and Mason, 
and Harrods); gradually devoting more time to the spinning and weaving. 

In 1956 they were given an olive green, red and silver serpentine stone 
from Cornwall. The weavers matched the colours with natural dyes and 
wove a curtain with the shades and pattern of the stone. This was the first 
of many stones that arrived from all over the world in little wedding cake 
boxes.

Above: label for and bodice of an Edwardian? daydress; black and white striped 
voile, bands of white machine-made lace with insertion of black velvet trimming. 
Right: work by the Quantock Weavers with matching stones. 



links with the textile industry, for start-up textile businesses. We also visited 
Ghent University Textile Department, which focusses on the science of tex-
tiles rather than design, and has accredited textile testing laboratories. 

Ghent is a very interesting place to visit with excellent museums, art galler-
ies and independent shops with innovative window displays. MIAT, Muse-
um about Industry, Labour and Textile, in particular, presents the history of 
textile production from pre-industrial through to modern day.  

Our trip got me thinking, as a maker what do l think we need for textile in-
novation in the UK, and Somerset and the South West in particular? 

Clockwise from top left: a street in Ghent; interesting shop window; yarn winding in 
MIAT; passementerie loom in MIAT.

Ghent
Patricia, Debbie and I had a great opportunity to go to Ghent, Belgium, 
to attend the NeoTextileShop conference, discussing the gap between in-
novative textile research and its commercial exploitation. The conference 
was held at TIO3, (the Textile Open Innovation Centre) nearby in Ronse.  
TIO3 aims to inspire with new materials, new processes and new technolo-
gies in textiles. It is a fantastic resource with gallery space, a materials 
library, a textile laboratory and it also provides business support, including 

Clockwise from top left: TIO3 materials library; abaca (banana leaf fibre) material 
swatch in the library; new technology resources in the TIO3 textile laboratory; intel-
ligent dress demonstrator at Ghent University. 



Above: threading up the warp and weaving with a laser cut rigid heddle kit.  Be-
low: a variety of acrylic laser cut rigid heddles, shuttles and sticks.  

Laser cutting rigid heddles
Sharing your artistic practice is potentially tricky when it involves hand-
weaving on a floor loom. The portability of rigid heddles makes them ideal 
to introduce people to weavng. It also gave me the opportunity to experi-
ment with the laser cutter at Somerset College as a way to make tools.  La-
ser cutting rigid heddles originates from Travis Meinolf, the Action Weaver.

Rigid heddles have their roots in ancient civilisations. You can use them to 
make a back-strap loom; one end of the warp is tied to a handy tree or 
table leg, and the other end is tied to a stick, that in turn is tied to a strap 
around your back. You use your body weight to tension the loom.

A rigid heddle is made up of alternating slots and holes, through which the 
warp is threaded. The spacing of the slots and holes affects the density of 
the final cloth. I have been experimenting with the spacing and sizes of 
rigid heddles cut in acrylic, and with sticks and shuttles to form a kit.

Left to right: the laser cutter at work; laser cutting burns the protective film under-
neath the acrylic, laser cut acrylic rigid heddle.  Below: planning the laser cutting. 



structures and the fine details of my design. On other projects I have used 
sampling to develop my ideas. The final stage was the detailed planning 
for the two production warps, and how I would be weaving and finishing 
the final blanket.  

Design
My starting point is colour; creating colour palettes from my photographs 
or observations. I use windings/wrappings to experiment with colour pro-
portions and combinations. I washed the hanks I made at Fox Brothers, 
and then wound them into bobbins for ease of use (washing removes the 
natural grease that darkens the colours). I was very drawn to the silver grey 
and mustard echoing the winter flooding and the bright lichen on the pol-
larded trees. 

The windings were too small for me to get an idea of the proportions for 
a whole blanket, so I moved on to Adobe Illustrator. Illustrator is great for 
visualising ideas quickly by putting repeats together but I also need to use 
a weave program to check that ideas are weaveable on my 8 shaft coun-
termarch loom. I went through a lot of playing and experimenting to get to 
my final design.  

For Z-Twist I used sampling to make my final decisions on colours, weave 



Facing page, clockwise from top: sample warp; fulling the blanket in the bath; half 
of the blanket warp on the loom. Above: weaving the blanket warp on my coun-
termarch loom. Below left: tentering the blanket using a frame, cardboard and 
staple gun; right: weaving holes on the loom, weft gaps need supporting with card.  

Weaving
A blanket is the largest thing I have ever woven. When hand-weaing you 
can only weave as wide as your arms can reach; the limit for me is about 
34 inches. So the blanket was woven in two pieces; one 34 inches and the 
other 32 inches wide. My sample warp was 19.5 inches wide. 

It always surprises me how different weaving a wide warp is from weaving 
a medium or narrow warp; and this was the first time I had put a wide warp 
on my countermarch loom. I found I was almost having to start again. I 
had trouble throwing the shuttle the distance over the warp threads (no 
race beam) and had to abandon my lovely Japanese shuttles for some-
thing heavier; as well as working on my rhythm and weft tension.  

After weaving, cloth still 
needs to be ‘finished’. I 
stitched the two pieces 
together and then 
‘fulled’ or ‘walked’ the 
cloth in the bath to 
soften and felt it. Then I 
stretched or ‘tentered’ 
the wet cloth on a 
frame (no walls large 
enough) to retain its 
shape on drying.  



The Pink Cabbage Exhibition

Warmth of Belonging, hand loom-woven and hand-stitched lambswool cloth,  
142 x 198.cm. Photograph by David Kennedy. 

Clockwise from top left: bright lichens on pollarded trees, Somerset Levels, ‘Warmth 
of Belonging’ details. Below: samples #1, #2 and #3 in the windows of the gallery, 
hand loom-woven lambswool cloth. 



Z-Twist is brought to you by Somer-
set Art Works who have been bring-
ing together artists, designers, textile 
producers, educators, curators and 
archivists to raise the profile of high 
quality textiles in Somerset and the 
south west - past, present and fu-
ture.

Three contemporary makers, Deb-
bie Smyth, Penny Wheeler and Lucy 
Lean have been working on a three-
month residency with the textile 
companies, John Boyd Textiles, Fox 
Brothers Ltd and WSP Textiles creat-
ing a new body of work with sup-
port from local heritage collections, 
Stroud International Textiles, Somer-
set College.

Each maker was placed within a tra-
ditional textile setting and asked to 
explore the specific craft materials, 

techniques and processes associ-
ated with that context. Based upon 
this research they created an exhibi-
tion of experimental textile work for 
two venues, the Pink Cabbage Gal-
lery in Stroud, as part of Select 2014, 
and Somerset College. 

Central to the residencies is a com-
mitment to learning and sharing. As 
well as creating their own piece of 
work in response to their residency, 
each of the resident makers has 
worked with students from the Fash-
ion, Textiles & Surface Design degree 
course at Somerset College and oth-
er educational and school groups. 

Z-Twist is part of a two-year pro-
gramme delivered by Somerset Art 
Works exploring the imaginative and 
innovative use of raw materials,
sawztwist.wordpress.com
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